UPDATED LIGHT ELEMENTS OF 10 RRAB STARS IN THE ANTLIA, CAELUM AND SCULPTOR CONSTELLATIONS
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ABSTRACT. This paper presents the results of verification of the periods and other characteristics of 10 variable stars. The All Sky Automated Survey (ASAS) data have been used in this verification study. 10 RRab stars in the Antlia, Caelum and Sculptor constellations have been investigated. The study was performed using the software package developed by S.A.Dubrouski and V.P.Goranski.

ASAS J043516-4112.4

The star was discovered by G.Pojmański in 2002 [1]. In 2015 the star was described in the paper by G.Torrealba [2]. The period of the star has been refined by I.I. Baluk. The UCAC4 position of the star: RA = 04h35m16.45s; Dec = -41°12’33”4. The star’s catalogue identifiers: the 2MASS identifier – J04351645-4112333; the GSC identifier – 07582-00453; the USNO identifier – B1.0 0487-0041252; the UCAC4 identifier – 244-004867; the ASAS identifier – J043516-4112.4. The star’s variability type: RRab. The peak brightness is 12.68 m (in the V band); the minimum brightness is 13.02 m (in the V band). The star’s light elements are depicted in Figure 1. M – m = 23%.

ASAS J042716-4828.0

The star was discovered by G.Pojmański in 2002 [5]; it was further investigated by D.M.Szczygieł, G.Pojmański and B.Pilecki [6], as well as by G. Torrealba, M. Catelan and A.J.Drake [7]. An individual investigation of the star has been conducted by Anastasia Kolotsey. The UCAC4 position of the star: RA = 04h20m14.26s; Dec = -42°36´10.5. The star’s catalogue identifiers: the 2MASS identifier – J04201425 -4236105; the GSC identifier – 07584-00479; the USNO identifier – B1.0 0473 -0053076; the UCAC4 identifier – 237-004452; the ASAS identifier – J042014-4236.2. The star’s variability type: RRab. The peak brightness is 13.20m (in the V band); the minimum brightness is 14.25m (in the V band). The star’s ephemerides are presented in Figure 3. M – m = 20%.
BK Ant, ASAS J094415-3939.7

The star was investigated by W. Strohmeier and I. Patterson in 1969 [8]; its further study was conducted by G. Pojmański in 2002 [9]. The star was also investigated by N.N. Samus in 2008 [10], and later by D.M. Szczepkiewicz, G. Pojmański and B. Pilecki in 2009 [11]. Anastasia Kolotsey has reported the results of her individual investigation of the star. The UCAC4 position of the star: RA = 09h44m14.80s; Dec = -39°39´41.0. The star’s catalogue identifiers: the 2MASS identifier – J09441481-3939411; the GSC identifier – 07697-00594; the USNO identifier – B1.0 0503-0193681; the UCAC4 identifier – 252-037970; the ASAS identifier – J094415-3939.7. The star’s variability type: RRab. The peak brightness is 11.83m (in the V band); the minimum brightness is 12.35m (in the V band). The star’s ephemerides are plotted in Figure 4. M – m = 21%.

BN Ant, ASAS J095706-3917.4

The star was studied by W. Strohmeier, R. Knigge and H. Ott in 1965 [12]. G. Pojmański conducted further investigation of the star in 2002 [13]; his results were extended by E.V. Kazarodvets, N.N. Samus, O.V. Durlevich, N.N. Kireeva and E.N. Pastukhova in 2008 [14]; D.M. Szczepkiewicz, G. Pojmański and B. Pilecki in 2009 [15]; and G. Torrealba, M. Catelan, A.J. Drake, S.G. Djorgovski, R.H. McNaught, V. Belokurov, S. Koposov, M.J. Graham, A. Mahabal, S. Larson and E. Christensen in 2015 [16]. Milena Atroschenco has reported the results of her individual investigation of the star. The UCAC4 position of the star: RA = 09h39m10.96s; Dec = -26°33´08.2. The star’s catalogue identifiers: the 2MASS identifier – J09391095-2633080; the GSC identifier – 06610-01195; the USNO identifier – B1.0 0634-256695; the UCAC4 identifier – 318-060956; the ASAS identifier – J093911-2633.1. The star’s variability type: RRab. The peak brightness is 12.81m (in the V band); the minimum brightness is 14.25m (in the V band). The star’s ephemerides are plotted in Figure 6. M – m = 15%. The Blazhko effect is visible.

AL Pic, ASAS J044131-5216.6

The star was investigated by Willem Jacob Luyten in 1938 [23]. The results were later extended by G. Pojmański [24]; P. Wils and A. Sodor [25]; E.V. Kazarodvets, N.N. Samus, O.V. Durlevich, N.N. Kireeva and E.N. Pastukhova [26]. I.I. Baluk has presented the results of his individual study of the star. The UCAC4 position of the star: RA = 04h41m30.80s; Dec = -52°16´37.0. The star’s catalogue identifiers: the 2MASS identifier – J04413082-5216370; the
The star's variability type: RRab. The peak brightness is 12.80m (in the V band); the minimum brightness is 14.11m (in the V band). The star's ephemerides are depicted in Figure 7. M – m = 25%. The Blazhko effect was detected by I.I. Baluk: P1 = 34.1715 d (Figure 8).

**TW Cae, ASAS J045319-3131.9**

The star was investigated by G.Pojmański in 2002 [27]. Its further study was performed by E.V.Kazarovets, N.N.Samus, O.V.Durlevich, N.N.Kireeva and E.N.Pastukhova [28]; G.Torrealba, M.Catelan, A.J.Drake, S.G.Djorgovski, R.H.McNaught, V.Belokurov, S.Koposov, M.J.Graham, A.Mahabal, S.Larson and E.Christensen [29]. I.I. Baluk has reported the results of his individual study of the star. The UCAC4 position of the star: RA = 04h53m19.31s; Dec = -31°31´56.6. The star’s catalogue identifiers: the 2MASS identifier – J04531930-3131566; the GSC identifier – 07046-01634; the USNO identifier – B1.0 0584 -0060796; the UCAC4 identifier – 293-005838; the ASAS identifier – J045319-3131.9. The star’s variability type: RRab. The peak brightness is 12.70 m (in the V band); the minimum brightness is 13.75 m (in the V band). M  – m = 25%. The star’s period shows variations. The star’s ephemerides are presented in Figure 9.

**UZ Ant, ASAS J110520-3856.8**

The star was investigated by Luis E. Erro in 1940 [30]. Further investigations of the star were conducted by N.N.Samus, E.N.Pastukhova and O.V.Durlevich [31]. The results of an individual study of the star have been reported by I.I. Baluk. The UCAC4 position of the star: RA = 11h05m20.16s; Dec = -38°56´46.4. The star’s catalogue identifiers: the 2MASS identifier – J11052026-3856462; the GSC identifier – 07725-00690; the USNO identifier – B1.0 0510 -0243867; the UCAC4 identifier – 256-051914; the ASAS identifier – J110520-3856.8. The star’s variability type: RRab. The peak brightness is 13.00m (in the V band); the minimum brightness is 14.40m (in the V band). M  – m = 21%. The star’s period shows variations. The star’s ephemerides are plotted in Figure 10.

**WY Ant, ASAS J101605-2943.7**

The star was investigated by Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin [32], as well as by V.P.Tsesevich and M.S.Kazanasmas [33]; J. Lub [34]; G.Pojmański G. [35]; D.M.Szczygieł, G.Pojmański and B.Pilecki [36]; G.Torrealba, M.Catelan, A.J.Drake, S.G.Djorgovski, R.H.McNaught, V.Belokurov, S.Koposov, M.J.Graham, A.Mahabal, S.Larson and E.Christensen [37]. I.I. Baluk has presented the results of his study of the star. The UCAC4 position of the star: RA = 10h16m04.95s; Dec = -29°43´42.4. The star’s catalogue identifiers: the 2MASS identifier – J10160494-2943423; the GSC identifier – 06630-01689; the USNO identifier – B1.0 0602-0242795; the UCAC4 identifier – 302-061329; the ASAS identifier – J101605-2943.7. The star’s variability type: RRab. The peak brightness is 10.31m (in the V band); the minimum...
brightness is 11.23 m (in the V band). M – m = 15%. The star’s period shows variations within the interval JD 2451700 – 2455300; P = 0.574348d. The star’s ephemerides are plotted in Figure 11.
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